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Abstract 
Detecting and visualizing structures in spatial and spatio-temporal information is often the primer interest of the data scientist 
before going further into a statistical modeling. For labeled point patterns data, multiple co-occurrences based entropy and 
distance-ratios based entropy indices have proven to be useful to a global assessment or as providing hot-spot maps when 
localizing the statistical indices. As local information, the co-occurrences of the labeled points or of a statistic of interest (e.g., 
distance-ratios) are nonetheless the crucial information. This paper focuses on estimating the spatial or spatio-temporal 
distribution of these multiple co-occurrences. A non-parametric estimation of the co-occurrence density for sample data from a 
qualitative or quantitative process is built from the multivariate kernel density framework introducing a penalization linked to a 
co-occurring event. Direct applications as well as potential uses in spatial or spatio-temporal regression are briefly explored with 
examples using Twitter data on health related to seasonal diseases and using citizen science data on invasive species. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
For spatial point pattern and areal data, spatial entropy indices based on spatial co-occurrences of order k (  ) 
have been described1,2. A co-occurrence of order k, also termed k-co-occurrence, is observed every time a k-tuple of 
points, belonging to a sampled point process in the space E, lie within a maximum distance from each other. This 
chosen distance of co-occurrence is termed the collocation distance . For a data coming from a labeled point 
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process also termed marked point pattern, this leads to a discrete distribution of k-co-occurrences from which the 
Shannon entropy the structuring of the information observed: 
               (1) 
 where  is the observed proportion of k-co-occurrences for the given multi-index:   is termed self-k-
spatial entropy1 as the multi-index (of length k) corresponds to the hyper-diagonal in the multiway table of counts of 
co-occurrences,   being the number of categories or labels annotating the observed pattern of the point process 
marked by the variable . For   ,  is  being the proportion of co-occurrences of three points each 
labeled c. The normalization makes the measure bounded by  attained for a uniform distribution (equal probability 
of co-occurrences across the labels). Those types of measures can be useful as detecting a spatial or spatio-temporal 
structuring as global (for the whole studied area) indices or as hot-spot maps when localizing the indices3 and 
varying the collocation distance to reveal scale aspects1,2,3,. As k increases this higher order method introduces a 
more stringent constraint into the structuring that proposes a truly spatial entropy. Other type of hot-spot analysis 
based on second order statistics can be found in numerous articles, books and software4,5. If the entropy indices 
carry the meaning of the analysis and its purpose as measuring the departure from a uniform distribution, the crucial 
information is nonetheless the co-occurrence distribution itself. Mapping the co-occurrence counts localized at each 
point as in Fig. 1, gives an idea of the increased strength of structuring for three categories of points as time goes by. 
 
Fig. 1. Statistical map of the self-k-co-occurrence counts at d=0.3 and k=3 for an artificial spatio-temporal marked point pattern with three labels.  
Estimating the distribution of co-occurrences on the whole studied window may be complementary and prone to 
other type of statistical modeling. Smoothing the co-occurrence counts and estimating the density of co-occurrences 
would offer the description of this distribution. Besides the label of the point other localized information when 
dealing with marked point pattern can be used within a co-occurrence framework. This is the case for the distance-
ratios3,6 (ratio of the extra-distance to the intra distance) which was used also to build spatial and spatio-temporal 
entropy measures: 


 
      (2) 
where        where  are the points with the same label as the point , and  the 
points not of the same label. The co-occurrence is then defined in an attribute space (real values) and can be combined 
with the spatial co-occurrence. 
time 1 time 2 time 3
time 4 time 5 time 6
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Introducing these multiple combined co-occurrences, namely spatial, temporal and attribute, the paper focuses on 
non-parametric estimation of the co-occurrence density from sample data for qualitative or quantitative processes. 
The multivariate kernel density estimation framework7,8,9 is used within a spatial or spatio-temporal and attribute 
domain and introducing a spatial penalization coming from co-occurring events. Direct applications as well as 
potential uses for spatial regression, extending higher order spatial regression trees10 are explored for crowdsourcing 
data for a Twitter data analysis in relation to health and for a citizen science setting for invasive species 
observations. 
2. Locally penalized kernel density estimator 
The type of data studied here is considered qualitative coming from a spatial or spatio-temporal marked point 
process.  Therefore the primer interest for representing the k-co-occurrences is a density either for a chosen category 
c or mixing the whole sets of categories showing structuring without the knowledge of the categories. Overlaying the 
points with their labels will enable identifying which categories were involved in high density areas. This approach 
is used either for spatial density or spatio-temporal density estimation. If the marked process is quantitative or a local 
statistic of interest is attributed to each observed point, like the distance-ratio mentioned in introduction, a spatial k-
co-occurrence needs to use a proximity measure on the variable itself, either to identify similar points or to introduce 
a co-occurrence at attribute level. A multiple space for k-co-occurrences possibly with different orders will be 
discussed in the next section, nonetheless a generic kernel density estimation is used.  
 The non-parametric density map estimation follows the multivariate kernel considering a penalization that 
depends on the choice of estimation and representation space. For now this space is   without further 
characterization, i.e., which spaces it combines and how this translates to the observed co-occurrences.  
Let       be the marked point pattern, vectors embedded in the m-dimensional space , with  being 
the label of the point  and  being as above the whole set of points with label . If the marking process is 
quantitative, or there is an additional attribute,  is the numerical value observed for  and  is the set of 
points with values close to , i.e.  such that     . So altogether at each  in E the estimate of 
the density is7: 
      

   
    (3) 
where 
  , if   belongs to a k-co-occurrence defined from ;    

    the number of points 
involved, with    ; and with    

  where   is a multivariate kernel and   is the 
bandwidth    matrix (symmetric positive definite). Without loss of generality we have chosen  as the 
multivariate Gaussian kernel and to separate the dimensions  is chosen diagonal,       , then: 
     

       (4) 
with a univariate Gaussian kernel    

 . is the ensemble to consider for the k-co-occurrences based on 
the points in E, it is generated from a co-occurrence rule. A simple choice is    but a point  may be involved 
more than once (see next section). 
3. Multiple spaces of co-occurrences 
Depending on , equation (3) with 2-dimensional points (spatial) embedded potentially in a higher dimensional 
space that includes the temporal and, or the attribute space, allows to build and estimate for various densities. The 
penalization constraint 
, expressing the k-co-occurrence rule, , leads to different views and density estimates 
on the same data. Here qualitative and quantitative processes are unified under the same framework. The modeling 
rule of the k-co-occurrence is using AND () and OR () for k-co-occurrences on defined subspaces of , namely 
here, S, the spatial, T, the temporal, A, the attributes subspaces.  For example with    , and A being the 
variable C as above, the k-co-occurrence can be       that is 
    , corresponds to the co-
occurrence approach as expressed in the introduction with a choice of a spatial collocation distance and a fixed to  
collocation distance for the labels (using a distance identifying the same label or not,  or  With     
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with    , using the labels C but also the distance-ratio (2) as quantitative variable V, the density of  as 
                              , that is,  belongs to a k-
co-occurrence if one can find     other points in E either with the same label or with a close value for V that are 
close enough in space and in time. The rule can be also a union of rules,    , by then allowing a 
point to be involved more than once as potentially more than one rule. The above rule can be transformed to 
                  , therefore increasing the density when  satisfies the two 
sub-rules as it will be used twice in the estimate (3). The example of V as the distance-ratio (2) highlighting local 
diversity is on purpose to strengthen the detection of the structuring from highlighting and separating denser areas. 
4. Discussion and applications 
The framework presented offers a flexible way of mining and representing the structures in multi-attribute spatio-
temporal data and was certainly inspired from the work of Openshaw11. Not only the density estimates can allow 
visualizations of more complex evidences established from co-occurrence rules, it can also be used for example in 
non-parametric regression or spatial regression tree by then extending the SelSOOk method10. Using union of rules 
for the k-co-occurrence rule can be seen as accumulating the evidences of a potential emerging pattern supported by 
that rule. Similarly to the regression tree principle one may be interested to sequentially select the best rules 
according to a global criterion for an increased structuring, allowing discovering the emergence.  
Twitter messages can be very “noisy” the authors are currently using this framework to detect spatio-temporal 
patterns relevant to seasonal diseases such as flu. Within the health domain, the semantic of the message is subject to 
similarity measures for disease, symptoms and quality of life. The uncertainty of the location or time that the tweets 
refer to can also be taken into account using this framework. The different facets of an epidemic can be accumulated 
using union of rules, by then potentially enabling emerging evidence. Similarly citizen science data are often prone 
to doubtful quality which can be complemented from other data sources. As part of the COBWEB project, invasive 
species such as the Japanese Knotweed are geo-located by citizens. Other evidence from remote sensing data and 
social media such as Flickr or Twitter help to qualify these observations or to estimate potential affected areas from 
information conflation. The framework presented can be used for both issues. 
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